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Science Shorts –8
Fires in the Sky
When we’re lucky enough to see a streak of light blaze across the
night sky, we might shout, “There’s a shooting star!” A one or two
shooting stars, or meteors, streak across the sky every night but there are
certain times of the year when there are two or three a minute. These are
called meteor showers and they happen when the earth’s orbit crosses the
path of an asteroid that has been broken apart. These fireballs do indeed
come from space. But would you believe that a humble pebble, or even a
speck of sand makes the fiery trail?
When the solar system was formed four and a half billion years ago,
it contained the Sun at the center and nine planets – including our Earth.
But it also contained a variety of smaller bodies. The asteroids, for
instance resemble fragments of rock the size of a city, or even a state.
And the comets look like enormous, dusty, gritty snowballs.
Just as the planets do, each of these small bodies follows a regular
path, or an orbit, around the Sun. But sometimes an asteroid or a comet
is quite different from Earth’s sends a surprising message to our planet.
Imagine you are riding an asteroid around the Sun. You are orbiting
beyond Earth, where it is dark and cold. Out of nowhere, another
asteroid crashes into yours. Chips of rock and dust fly off. Some of
these particles are thrown toward Earth.
Now, imagine you’re riding a comet. This comet’s orbit is not
round but instead has the elliptical shape of a football. As your comet
goes around the Sun, it sometimes cuts right across the path of Earth.
There’s no collision. Nonetheless, your comet will leave behind some
particles. That’s because comets naturally release dust and pebbles as
they fly.
So thanks to asteroids and comets, the solar system is a busy and
dusty place! Occasionally, a cloud of space dust and pebbles strikes
Earth’s atmosphere, the blanket of gases that surrounds our planet. To us
the air seems very light and easy to move through. To speeding pieces of
asteroid, however, the atmosphere seems as thick as jelly. Sixty miles
above our heads, the friction of the particles pushing pas the gasses
produces heat. This rubbing actually makes the specks so hot they burn.
Then we see bright meteors, or shooting stars.

